POLISHES & CLEANERS

ALL KLEER
Black Labs Corporation is proud to introduce, All Kleer, the ultimate plastic windshield cleaner and polish. All Kleer was invented by a pilot over 25 years ago for cleaning and maintaining plastic aircraft windshields that require absolute clarity. All Kleer is different than most windshield products on the market as it does not only clean dirt, bugs and grease but leaves a very fine, slick finish. This finish helps to repel water, dust, bugs, and water spotting - making it easier to see and to clean the next time. All Kleer contains no wax, ammonia, or abrasives and does not require the use of any water. A non-pressurized leak proof 8oz bottle is designed to be carried on board if desired. Simply apply All Kleer with a clean towel to a dry windshield cleaning off any bugs and dirt and allow 30-60 seconds for a haze to form. After it has completely dried, wipe off with a clean towel and feel the All Kleer finish.

P/N 09-01602 .................. $5.85

PRIST® ACRYLIC, PLASTIC AND GLASS CLEANER: FOR ALL TYPE OF WINDOWS
The convenient 13-ounce can is ideal for use on acrylic, stretched acrylic, poly carbonate, glass, and coated glass. It may also be used for cleaning many other sources including aircraft interiors, goggles, helmets, lenses, and plastic and metal surfaces. Prist® cleaner contains no abrasive cleaning agents and cleans without scratching glass or plastic surfaces. This prevents scratches in acrylic windshields that necessitate costly replacement. Unlike other cleaners, Prist® cleaner disperses as foam and leaves no residue. The cleaning agent soaks into the dirt, grease and insects to remove them with minimum effort. Suitable for interior and exterior cleaning. Prist® cleaner prevents static charge build-up with regular use.

Case (12 Cans) P/N 09-02049-1 ....... $78.00

MASTER FORMULA CLEANER GLOSS
Cleaner Polish finishes oxidized paint to a mirror finish. Its creamy, smooth texture is grit free yet contains the most powerful polishing ingredients ever formulated. Powerful enough to polish the most severely oxidized surface and smooth enough to leave the surface flawless.

12 Ounce P/N 09-05337 ............... $38.95

M-RON GLASS CLEANER / WAX
M-Ron Glass is not your ordinary wax. It is a CLEANER & WAX so you are not waxing over a dirty surface or getting a waxy build up. That’s why M-Ron Glass gives you such an AMAZING SHINE! Because of how it works, it is recommend that once applied; let it sit and bake in the sun for 15 to 30 minutes. You will get a deeper shine and a higher luster than you would if you were to apply it and take it off right away. It will NEVER bake itself to the surface! It leaves a very fine, slick finish.

12 oz. P/N 09-00483 .................. $15.95

GLARE PROFESSIONAL POLISH
A nonstick, high-gloss all-weather sealant. The finest polish for your car, airplane, boat, motorcycle, glass, stainless steel, fiberglass, chrome, Carbon Graphite, & RV in the world’s market. Filters out UV Rays, turns to glass on and within your paint. Contains Glassplexin®. Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most revolutionary polish ever developed. Beyond 22nd century technology. Lasts up to 5 years.

P/N 09-01055 .................. $27.50

GLARE SPIDER
“Another innovation of Ultra 2000 MFG Int’l, Inc. Beyond 22nd century technology.”
GLARE Spider is the most advanced swirl, spider web, and scratch removal product in the market. Ultra high purity metal interlinked fusion of glass particles to Glassplexin® forming a unique highly advanced swirl mark remover polish. GLARE Spider fills in permanently, it is NOT a temporary solution - not found anywhere.

12oz. P/N 09-01061 .................. $26.75

GLARE ULTRA WASH
“Cleans your vehicle, keeps your shine.”
The most advanced wash ever developed. A PH balanced concentrated wash. Safe for all finishes, including the new clear-coated paints. New technology that leaves your vehicle clean and glossy like no other vehicle wash can. Contains Glassplexin®.

12oz. P/N 09-01062 .................. $11.50

GLARE VINYL • LEATHER ALL WEATHER PROTECTANT
A special blend of natural ingredients and a chemical formulation called SUPPLEXIN which is designed to beautify, soften, deodorize, preserve, and protect against damaging agents found in the everyday usage of your vehicle’s interior. This product cleans, conditions, preserves, and protects in one easy step. Contains no harmful silicones, or adverse active ingredients. Blocks harmful UV rays.

12oz. ............ P/N 09-01056 .......... $27.50

GLARE TIRE MAGIC
“The ultimate all in one tire appearance protection product.”
Glare Tire Magic will filter out harmful Ultra Violet Rays from the sun. Extreme temperature resistant formula for all climates. Stops tires from cracking and fading. Gives a beautiful rich natural high gloss finish. Splatter resistant formula. Easy to use - just spray and wipe!

16 oz. ............. P/N 09-01058 ............. $10.50

GLARE TURBO ACTION WHEEL CLEANER
Glaro Turbo Action Wheel Cleaner is the most powerful, effective, & fastest working wheel cleaner on the market. Safe for ALL types of wheels - Aluminum, Chrome, Magnesium - as well as clear coated & painted wheels. Makes your wheels look show room bright and shiny the easy and safe way. Removes dirt and dissolves dirt, grime, brake dust, and grease. Spray on Glare Turbo Action Wheel Cleaner to dirty wheels & hose off with clean water to get your wheels looking like new again!

16oz. ............ P/N 09-01063 .......... $8.75

GLARE (GALLON) PROFESSIONAL POLISH • MICRO-FINISH • ULTRA WASH

GLARE Professional Polish – A nonstick high-gloss all-weather sealant. The finest polish for your car, airplane, boat, motorcycle, glass, stainless steel, fiberglass, chrome, Carbon Graphite, & RV in the world’s market. Filters out UV Rays, turns to glass on and within your paint. Contains Glassplexin®. Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most revolutionary polish ever developed. Beyond 22nd century technology. Lasts up to 5 years.


GLARE Ultra Wash – “Cleans your vehicle & keeps your shine” – The most advanced wash ever developed. A PH balanced concentrated wash. Safe for all paints and finishes including the new clear-coated paints. New technology that leaves your vehicle clean and glossy like no other vehicle wash can. Contains Glassplexin®. Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most revolutionary polish ever developed. Beyond 22nd century technology. Lasts up to 5 years.

GLARE Professional Polish – A nonstick high-gloss all-weather sealant. The finest polish for your car, airplane, boat, motorcycle, glass, stainless steel, fiberglass, chrome, Carbon Graphite, & RV in the world’s market. Filters out UV Rays, turns to glass on and within your paint. Contains Glassplexin®. Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most revolutionary polish ever developed. Beyond 22nd century technology. Lasts up to 5 years.

GLARE Micro Finish - 12 oz. P/N 09-02362 .......... $26.95
Glare Micro Finish - Gallon P/N 09-01065 ........ $237.95
Glare Pro Polish - Gallon P/N 09-01066 ........ $239.95
Glare Ultra Wash - Gallon P/N 09-01060 .......... $105.95

SUN MAGIC CLEANER 1 PINT TUB
The effective natural cleaning product is safe to use on many different surfaces, from bathroom sinks and mirrors to ovens and automobiles. Customers nationwide enjoy this product because it’s free from harsh chemicals, ammonia, and abrasives, leaving surfaces clean and film-free. SUN MAGIC smells better and brings out the natural shine in stainless steel, chrome, aluminum, bathroom tiles, and glass. All it takes is one try using SUN MAGIC in your home or office, and you’ll be sold. It can be used in spray bottles, carpet cleaners, or degreasing machines.

P/N 12-05108 .................. $10.50
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